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Within tender there is a following request:

“Hardware virtualization is not preferred, only 

physical hardware is accepted.”

Hardware virtualization is fully accepted for critical 

operations in advanced European and American 

countries, as fully stable, secure, and much easier for 

administration and maintenance.

Could you please confirm the following:

a. Will hardware vitrualization based solutions be 

accepted?

b. Will hardware virtualization based solutions be 

evaluated equally as physical hardware based 

solutions?

It is true that hardware virtualization is becoming more 

accepted now around the world. However, HEDNO is taking 

a conservative view on this issue, especially for mission 

critical applications such as the SCADA/AGC function. 

Therefore, for the mission critical applications such as 

SCADA/AGC only physical hardware will be accepted. For 

other applications hardware virtualization will be evaluated 

equally as physical hardware based solutions.
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 Please confirm that wiring of signals from site to 

intermediate cubicles on each substation and power 

generation station is not belonging to the scope of 

the project. In this case, it will be beyond any control 

of the Contractor, so considering Contractor's 

responsibility for putting the ECCs into operation 

within project time schedule, please clarify when will 

all the requested signals be available to be connected 

to the RTUs/ECCs from the intermediate cubicles?

Yes, we confirm that wiring of signals from site to 

intermediate cubicles on each substation and power 

generation station is not belonging to the scope of the 

project.

As stated in the Part G, if at the completion time, any signals 

that may have not been wired up to the marshalling cubicle, 

the Contractor shall simulate them, using auxiliary devices 

(relays, leds, switches, etc.). 
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As most of the Wind Farms to be connected to the 

ECCs are private owned, is it the Wind Farm Owner's 

responsibility to send the requested signals to the 

ECC? What is the border between the Wind Farm 

Owner and the Contractor? Who will coordinate with 

the Wind Farm Owner during project execution, 

HEDNO or the Contractor?

Today, the Wind Farms communicate through an existing 

separate server using a serial tailor-made protocol. This 

server will continue to operate with the Wind Farms and it 

will be connected with the new EMS system through the 

network. 
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Please specify the quantity of Operator and 

Maintenance Consoles for each ECC.

Approx. 6 workstations in Crete, 4 workstations in Rhodes 

and 6 workstations in Athens 

and for the Power Stations: 3 in Linoperamata, 2 in Chania , 

2 in Rhodes (It will be decided during the Desing phase)
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Please kindly clarify whether the supply and 

installation of the RTUs is within the scope of the 

Contractor for this project. If yes, please specify the 

quantity of RTUs for Athens, Crete and Rhodes.

As stated in the _B_ENERGY_MANAGEMENT_SYSTEM, 11.1  

The supplier is meant to be the supplier of the RTUs. The 

quantity of the RTUs is described in PART_A_GENERAL, 

Table 3_3
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 Please kindly clarify whether the connection from 

the intermediate cubicles to the RTUs on each 

substation and power generation station, including 

signal converters, is within the scope of the 

Contractor for this project.

Yes it is.  However, most of the Power Station generating 

units may communicate straight through IEC-101 , 104 

Protocol. In that case there will be no need for installing new 

RTUs. It is something to be decided in the designing phase. 


